
Talking About the Process for Informal Testimony

The Cornwall Public Inquiry was established to inquire into and report on the
response of the justice system and other public institutions in relation to allegations
of historical abuse of children and young people in Cornwall. The evidentiary
hearings in Phase 1 of the Cornwall Public Inquiry afforded opportunity for the
creation of an extensive evidentiary record following legally sanctioned processes,
such as advance disclosure of documents, examination, and cross-examination.
The focus of Phase 1 was on the response of institutions to reports of sexual
abuse of children or young people. The work in Phase 1 could not extend to
determining whether abuse happened or if any individual was criminally
responsible. However, the Order-in-Council establishing the Cornwall Public
Inquiry also created discretion to find ways for people to talk about their life
journey, including incidents of abuse, the impact of abuse on individuals, and
the effect of allegations of abuse for those in the community of Cornwall:

The Commissioner may provide … other opportunities apart from
formal evidentiary hearings for individuals affected by the allegations
of historical abuse of young people in the Cornwall area to express their
experiences of events and the impact on their lives.1

As the work of the Inquiry progressed, it was clear that there were those who
could benefit from the more informal processes referenced in the Order-in-
Council. These included:

• those who could not testify in the Phase 1 evidentiary hearings because
they did not report their allegations to any institution and could not
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testify regarding the institutional response, the core mandate of this
Inquiry;

• those who were not emotionally ready to testify in Phase 1 of this
Inquiry;

• those who had testified in Phase 1 but felt they could not say all they
wanted about what happened and the subsequent impact on them;

• family members or other supporters of those affected by this Inquiry or
by incidents that were the subject matter of this Inquiry who might want
to describe their experiences;

• those affected in their employment situation who might have insights
into the wider impact on the workplace; and

• those who wanted to talk about aspects of this Inquiry that affected
them or experiences they had with services ancillary to this Inquiry.

Just as it was clear that there were those who wanted an alternative process in
Phase 2 of the Cornwall Public Inquiry, it was also clear that designing that
process would be very difficult. The combination of high expectations for the
process and the position taken by some party counsel that no process should go
ahead at all made finding a reasonable approach difficult.

As a result, a formal consultation on informal testimony was undertaken.
This is how it worked:

• A consultation paper was released to all parties, posted on our website,
www.cornwallinquiry.ca, under “Phase 2,” and mailed to everyone on
the Phase 2 mailing list.

• Inquiry staff met with counsel for the parties on several occasions.
• Specific days were set aside in November 2007 for those who wanted to

come and talk about the possibility of informal testimony with members
of the Inquiry’s Advisory Panel, and there was a “drop-in” on
November 29 and 30, 2007.

• Those interested could also contact the Director of Policy and she
would document their viewpoints, preferences, and concerns for
consideration.

Consultation occurred from November 1, 2007, to February 4, 2008. The
intention was to give sufficient feedback for a decision to be made by me and
announced in the spring of 2008.

The consultation process involved looking at possible models for informal
testimony; timing issues; the type of appropriate environment for informal
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testimony; attendance of support persons, counsellors and lawyers; use of record-
ings; examples of types of summaries for informal testimony; and processes for
approving summaries. A key issue in consultation was who would hear the
informal testimony: the Commissioner of this Inquiry, members of myAdvisory
Panel, or independent caring professionals. Another key issue was whether
individuals giving informal testimony could identify themselves or others.

The consultation paper was very detailed about the mechanics of possible
models for informal testimony, so that there was concrete information to respond
to. This was useful in, for example, determining the appropriate physical environ-
ment for informal non-evidentiary testimony, because this Inquiry heard directly
about the preferences of potential participants.

Following the consultation process, I made a decision. At the end of March
2008, in a public statement, I set out my reasons for deciding that my Advisory
Panel should receive informal testimony, which would occur in the summer and
fall of 2008. At that time, I said:

I believe strongly that supporting an individual in talking about their
experiences can have a therapeutic effect. One of the consultation
options would have engaged me personally in this process. And there
were many, including parties to this Inquiry, who thought this was
important. However, with regret, I have come to the conclusion that it is
not practical for me to be directly involved. And so we are proceeding
with another process that will serve those who will take the opportunity
to tell their story privately in Phase 2.

What we have heard in consultation did persuade me that the healing
purpose of telling one’s story is better done by someone who is not
already in an adjudicative role. And, by pursuing an option that does
not involve the Commissioner of this Inquiry, we are able to offer the
opportunity to tell one’s story much sooner, and to give people more
time to give their informal testimony, if they need it. The need for more
time was another message that came from consultation.

My Advisory Panel told me that many said to them that having to wait
many months to start this process was frustrating. As a result, they
supported a process that could start this summer—not next year. I have
listened to that advice in coming to a decision. This decision also has
the advantage of allowing us to work concurrently in Phase 1 and 2,
and this supports an earlier report date.
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During the ensuing months, the details for implementation of informal
testimony were further developed, keeping in mind what had been said in
consultation about the physical and emotional environment needed for informal
testimony and the review and approval processes needed for summaries.

In May of 2008, I made a further statement regarding informal testimony. I
stressed several key points:

• The process of informal testimony will be private for those giving
details of their personal story.

• The information provided in informal testimony could not be used in
civil litigation or to make any findings of wrongdoing at this Inquiry.

• I would consider Phase 2 recommendations made during informal
testimony and what was said would inform my Phase 2
recommendations. I would read all the informal testimony summaries
but not until I had completed making my findings on Phase 1.

This last decision was to reassure those who were concerned that Phase 2
informal testimony could impact findings of misconduct that I could make in
Phase 1. Having completed an extensive process of consultation on informal
testimony at the Cornwall Public Inquiry, we turned to making informal testimony
a reality.

Words of Hope

These are some of the words that opened one informal testimony session:

We thank you, Creator, for this day that we have here together. We ask
you to guide us through this day as we do the things that we are going
to do here and to hear the things we are going to hear, and to help us to
provide support for our sister who has come to do this for herself and to
be able to put it away and keep on with her journey. She’s come a long
way, Creator, to do these things and for her to go through this today is
very important.

The Goals of Informal Testimony

This opening statement in many ways reflects some of the goals behind informal
testimony: to honour and respect each person’s story, to support that person, and
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respect the courage each person has shown in addressing important and painful
issues in his or her life.

The specific goals for informal testimony in Phase 2 of the Cornwall Public
Inquiry were:

• to ensure that the public was aware of the opportunity for informal
testimony—we hoped that people who had not testified in Phase 1
would come forward;

• to create a positive experience in informal testimony that contributes
to personal healing, greater understanding, and personal growth; and

• to produce a collection of anonymous summaries as part of the Phase 2
Report of the Cornwall Public Inquiry that will be a meaningful and
respectful testament to those who participated and will provide
additional understanding for the public.

In terms of why an individual would choose informal testimony, the words of
one person who gave informal testimony give the strongest explanation:

At the time of the abuse, I was a child. I was not in a position to get help
or go to authorities on my own. It has only been recently that I have had
the degree of stability and support to address my past. I felt I had “no
voice.” Part of going forward constructively is to speak up for myself and
disclose the abuse I suffered, and the life-long consequences of this abuse.

I believe the goals for informal testimony were met. I particularly commend
to everyone the words of those who gave informal testimony, as reflected in their
summaries.

How Informal Testimony Was Implemented

To meet the goals for informal testimony, there were three key areas for
implementation:

• setting up an appropriate venue;
• communications; and
• registration.

We were fortunate in finding a venue for informal testimony that met
the needs for the appropriate kind of space, as expressed and requested by
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those involved in consultation. We were told that it was important that informal
testimony occur in a place that was both private and welcoming—not institu-
tional or court-like. The Phase 2 staff found a private space in the annex of a
building that was home to a well-regarded social service agency in Cornwall. I
am grateful to this agency for subletting this space to this Inquiry. It was on a resi-
dential street, had ample secluded parking, was wheelchair accessible, had a
private entrance, and permitted the creation of an appropriate setting for informal
testimony. All of the individuals who participated in the informal testimony
process commented favourably on the place chosen for conducting informal
testimony. It created a pleasant environment of comfort and emphasized that the
process of informal testimony was not a legal process. This environment
contributed significantly to fulfilling the goals set for informal testimony.

I am going to talk briefly about that environment. This is because in expert
testimony in Phase 1 and in consultations about informal testimony, the issue
of the physical environment for receiving disclosure from adult survivors or for
interviewing children or young people regarding abuse has been raised. People
talk about wanting a “soft place” or not wanting a “cold” or “hard” place for
disclosure or interviews. Understanding what that “soft place” would be like
could help those trying to create such an environment in the future. The informal
testimony space was set up like a living room, with chairs and couches and a
coffee table. Those testifying could decide where to sit and where others would
sit. There was a desk, because some people preferred the separation or distance
created by a desk—it contributed to a feeling of safety for some participants.
There was natural light from windows, but curtains could be pulled to ensure
privacy. There were lamps such as would be found at a home, not an office.
There was a place outside to get some fresh air, which was needed to ensure
comfort for those testifying. There was an individual washroom, as in a home.
There were hot and cold beverages available and small snacks, again creating a
welcoming atmosphere. There was also a separate room for people who needed
privacy or a moment to compose themselves. There was a warm fleece blanket
in case someone felt cold. There was a closet for coats and a place for boots so
that those speaking would feel physically comfortable. The details of an environ-
ment matter because it is often the small things that can affect the overall
impression of whether a difficult conversation was made more difficult or less
difficult. We share our experiences in setting up a “soft” environment so that
others may consider our approaches in designing their own welcoming place for
receiving disclosure or conducting interviews with vulnerable individuals.

Having found the appropriate kind of place to conduct informal testimony,
communication was the next focus. This Inquiry sought to promote awareness of
the option for informal testimony:
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• Advertisements were placed in local Cornwall papers and in weekly
papers in the surrounding counties, both in English and in French.

• Inquiry staff wrote to all counsellors approved under the Counselling
Support program whose clients might wish to attend; there were also
orientation sessions for counsellors.

• A letter was sent to those on the Phase 2 mailing list—individuals who
had asked to be kept up to date.

• A letter was sent to all party counsel for Phase 1 and Phase 2.
• Media briefings regarding the informal testimony process resulted in

newspaper articles.
• Radio ads were broadcast over a one-month period; the ads featured

Advisory Panel members Mike Church and Peter Jaffe warmly
welcoming those who were interested to consider informal testimony
and giving the contact information.

• Information was set out on the Inquiry’s website; this information is
provided at the end of this volume.

Over time, as those who participated in informal testimony commented
favourably and encouraged others to come forward, word of mouth also became
a communications tool.

While communications were helpful in making those who might come to
informal testimony aware of the opportunity to do so, some individuals indicated
they would not attend because they wanted only the Commissioner of this
Inquiry to hear informal testimony. As that was not possible, they chose not to
participate.

The registration system allowed those interested to contact Inquiry Phase 2
staff. Because this made it possible to discuss what was involved before registering,
a person did not have to commit right away to giving informal testimony.

People who decided to register were given a two-hour appointment at a time
of their choice. Appointments were spaced to avoid any overlap. This was to
ensure that no one leaving after giving informal testimony encountered someone
coming in for the next testimony. Evening and Saturday appointments were avail-
able as well as day appointments. Those testifying could bring their counsellor,
and this was paid for through Counselling Support provided the counsellor
attended an orientation session for informal testimony. Individuals could also
request services of Witness Support. These services are described in greater
detail in my Phase 2 Report. In addition, individuals could request simultaneous
interpretation from English to French or from French to English.

Individuals who wished to give informal testimony could select Advisory
Panel members and could indicate—no questions asked—if they did not want a
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particular panel member. In general, two of the following members of theAdvisory
Panel received the informal testimony of each person:

• Mike Church
• Jan Handy
• Ben Hoffman
• Peter Jaffe
• Gail Kaneb
• Phil Murray
• Colleen Parrish

Interestingly, the most common combination requested in registration was
for a man and a woman.

Prior to receiving any informal testimony, the Advisory Panel participated in
an orientation to the facility and process and were trained on receiving informal
testimony.

The Advisory Panel members have reported to me that they found receiving
informal testimony both moving and meaningful. They were grateful for the
opportunity and honoured by the confidence of those giving testimony.

Once informal testimony was completed, the process of preparing summaries
began. At each informal testimony, a transcript was prepared from notes and
from a device that recorded during testimony. Using the transcript or notes, Phase
2 staff prepared a summary in draft form. The summary was then sent to the
person who had testified, stressing that they had the right to change or modify the
contents of their summary, particularly if they were concerned the summary
might identify them. Staff made changes after reviewing letters or discussing
the summaries by phone or in person. The final summary was then prepared by
Commission staff and sent to the individual. After that only small editing changes
were made by this Report’s editors. The transcript, notes, and earlier drafts were
then destroyed. The individuals who gave informal testimony were given
information about what was happening to the records. Each individual was also
told that I would consider their recommendations for Phase 2 and would ultimately
read their summary, and that in this way they could influence my Phase 2 Report.
However, those giving informal testimony were also told that their summary and
recommendations could not impact any findings of fact or conclusions in Phase
1 of the Cornwall Public Inquiry.

The voices of those giving informal testimony came through clearly in their
summaries. I ask you to listen to these voices as you read the summaries of
informal testimony given in Phase 2 of the Cornwall Public Inquiry.
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Who Gave Informal Testimony

Thirty-one individuals registered for informal testimony. Three did not continue
through the process for various reasons, so in the end twenty-eight individuals gave
informal testimony. Seventeen were men and eleven were women. Most of these
individuals brought with them support persons—usually spouses, family members,
and friends. Eight were accompanied by their counsellor and seven requested
Witness Support services. Only one individual brought a lawyer, an option
available for informal testimony. In total, 108 individuals attended informal
testimony either to give testimony or to provide support to those giving informal
testimony.

Two of the individuals testifying came forward to discuss how they were
affected by incidents or allegations of sexual abuse that arose within the context
of their work situation and how it extended to their personal life. Three individuals
giving informal testimony were family members of survivors, and the remaining
twenty-three were survivors of sexual abuse that had occurred in their childhood
or youth.

Most individuals who gave informal testimony did not testify in Phase 1 of the
Cornwall Public Inquiry. Only six individuals who testified during Phase 1 gave
informal testimony as well. This is important to know because it is possible that
one could incorrectly guess at the identity of a person. I caution those reading these
summaries of informal testimony to bear this in mind. While certain accounts
may seem familiar, they are not necessarily the account or from the individual that
a reader may think they are, based on Phase 1 testimony or media accounts.

Almost all of the individuals who gave informal testimony found the
opportunity useful, commenting about feeling treated with respect, being received
kindly, and feeling that a burden was lessened or that they “had their say.” Some,
however, expressed disappointment with the informal testimony process or
indicated that Phase 2 had not met their expectations. Some also commented
about certain outcomes in Phase 1 that gave them concern, such as the conse-
quences of a decision made by the Court of Appeal or the approach taken by
counsel for certain parties. Those giving informal testimony were able to voice
criticisms or express disappointment—this was part of a process oriented to
those giving testimony, rather than any institution or organization, including this
Inquiry itself. During closing submissions for Phase 2, counsel for the Victims’
Group made the point that his clients had expressed satisfaction with the informal
testimony process. In particular, he noted how important it was to be received with
compassion by the Advisory Panel members.

Following the informal testimony session, all individuals were given a draft
of the summary of their informal testimony by Inquiry staff and most commented
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on their summary. Those testifying had the option of testifying without a written
summary being prepared, but only one individual chose not to have a written
summary. Most people indicated that they were pleased with their summary.
However, a few were disappointed that the summaries were anonymous or felt that
the summaries could have been more detailed regarding their life experiences
and could have made more specific references to those they identified as having
wronged them. Efforts were made to accommodate each individual in respect
to his or her summary, but one of the fundamental rules in the informal testimony
process was to avoid identification. Some details would identify individuals and
so could not be included in the summaries.

Those who brought supporters very much valued those supporters’ attendance
and often used the informal testimony session to thank those who came in support
and to recognize the contributions these individuals had made to their lives.
Many of those giving testimony also provided artwork, poetry, and song lyrics.
These provided insight into the experiences of those who gave informal testimony
and into the impacts of those experiences. These expressions also demonstrate the
powerful role that art can play in building resilience in the face of traumatic life
experiences and in communicating or symbolizing powerful emotions and
poignant moments.
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